Optimizing Citrix technology for operation over wireless Wide Area Networks

RECOMMENDED BEST PRACTICES

Introduction

In today's fast-moving, global business environment, having access to the right information at the right time and place is essential to success. Organizations are looking for better ways to provide business-critical information to an increasingly mobile and dispersed workforce. Many have adopted Citrix access server infrastructure to centrally manage and deploy applications to remote and mobile users on any type of device or connection over wired networks. With the increasing focus on wireless access, Citrix customers are looking to add wireless devices and networks to the options they can offer users.
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Citrix technology allows organizations to smoothly and easily extend their existing computing environment to the wireless world. However, the use of wireless wide area networks (WWANs) presents some configuration considerations that Citrix® MetaFrame® customers may need to take into account. Citrix has developed special technologies that address these considerations so that the end user enjoys a consistent and satisfactory experience when accessing server-based applications over a WWAN.

Overview

The challenge of using MetaFrame Presentation Server over WWANs

Millions of MetaFrame Presentation Server users today access their applications over a Local Area Network (LAN). Thanks to the low latency and high bandwidth afforded by the LAN, the users experience is normally indistinguishable from having the applications running locally on the client device. Both wired and wireless WANs, however, present the challenge of lower bandwidth and higher latency. These issues are even more pronounced on wireless WANs, where the user experience may be degraded to the point of being unacceptable.

Throughput and latency are the two elements that define the speed of a network. Throughput is the quantity of data that can pass from source to destination in a specific time. Round-trip latency is the time it takes for a single data transaction to occur (i.e., the time between requesting data and receiving it).

Latency has a critical impact on the MetaFrame user experience since every user action must travel across the network from the client to the server, and the server response must return to the client before the user sees an update. On a LAN, latency is typically very low at less than 10ms. Latencies on wired WANs, however, are typically in the 100 - 500ms range, while wireless WANs are usually in the 300ms – 3000ms range. Not only is ICA traffic affected by latency, but also other traffic that is traversing the link is likewise impacted.

Wireless WANs typically connect the user to the Internet and from there the user can access the desired MetaFrame server. The Internet is based on the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). TCP requires the recipient node of a packet to acknowledge its receipt. If the sender does not receive a receipt in a specific time, then TCP assumes that the connection is congested and slows down the rate at which it sends packets and/or retransmits packets. TCP is very effective in dealing with congestion on the wired Internet.

Wireless WANs have greater latency than wired WANs and also demonstrate jitter (variable latency). The underlying wireless networks are based on circuit-switched voice architectures, which do not contain efficient mechanisms for sending acknowledgements. To improve data efficiency, the networks typically wait for multiple frames to arrive before replying with an acknowledgement. This delay is directly reflected in the packet latency.

Latency normally increases with a corresponding increase in the size of the TCP packet. On a LAN, this increase is barely noticeable since ample bandwidth is generally available. On a wired WAN, it typically has a minor impact. On a wireless WAN, for example, the latency for a 32-byte packet may be 400ms, while the latency for a 1460-byte packet may be significantly more at 1800ms. This high (and variable) latency on a WWAN can significantly interfere with a MetaFrame session to the point where the user may find the experience unacceptable.
In this document, Citrix presents several configuration options that can mitigate many of the effects of latency and provide the user with an acceptable experience using MetaFrame across wWANs. The purpose of this paper is to provide guidance in setting up these options correctly for the user’s environment.

Note that these recommendations should also apply to tuning MetaFrame Presentation Server connections over Satellite networks.

GOALS OF CITRIX OPTIMIZATIONS FOR wWAN
The aim in optimizing Citrix technology for wWAN connections is to improve the user experience when connecting to a MetaFrame server. This can be further broken down into the following goals:

- Reducing the perceived user latency
- Reducing the login time
- Ensuring the most efficient bandwidth utilization

These aims are achieved in part through the following mechanisms:

Reducing the maximum packet size used by Citrix
Increases in wWAN connection latency correspond to increases in packet size. The maximum packet size used by Citrix over TCP/IP networks is typically 1460 bytes. Citrix has tested a variety of maximum packet sizes on wireless WANs from several carriers. The results of those tests show that to maintain latency at a manageable level, a packet size of 512 bytes is recommended. Reducing the packet size further than this will impact throughput. In normal operation the lower packet size should not significantly increase the overall packet count since ICA packets are generally no more than a few hundred bytes in size.

Reducing the number of very small packets transmitted
The latency perceived by the user over wWAN networks is greatly influenced by the packet size. Since the speed of the wWAN link is a given and cannot be altered, optimizing the packet occupancy is recommended. An unoptimized ICA session can generate very small packets (in the region of 60 bytes) from client to server. Certain applications can also cause very small packets to be generated from server to client. Each packet transmission has a fixed overhead, and sending a large number of small packets increases overall bandwidth usage. The recommendations provided by this paper aim to reduce the number of very small packets by aiding packet coalescence.

Using SpeedScreen3 to reduce perceived latency
SpeedScreen™3 is a very important component in the Citrix wWAN solution. The features in SpeedScreen3 help remove the perceived latency felt by the user, since all typing is echoed locally.

Using caching and compression to optimize bandwidth usage
When discussing bandwidth usage over wWAN connections, there are two factors to consider: user experience and cost. wWAN networks offer a bandwidth-limited connection, so it is important that the available bandwidth is fully utilized. This is achieved through maximum compression of the data stream, as well as maximizing client-side caching. The billing model used by some wWAN network operators charges mobile users based on the amount of data sent and received. Minimizing the amount of data sent and received will lower costs for the mobile user.
Optimizing the MetaFrame Presentation Server for wWAN connections

**INTRODUCTION**
This section of the document covers MetaFrame XP server-side optimizations, and deals with the following settings:

- Using SpeedScreen3 Latency Reduction features
- Reducing the number of small packets sent to the client
- Optimizing the Windows user interface for wWAN connections

The following section describes additional settings that must be made using Citrix web interface. The two sections together detail all of the settings required for optimal wWAN connections.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

**Feature Release 2**
MetaFrame XP FR2 contains several improvements designed to improve the usage of wireless WANs.

- Several setting that previously needed manual configuration for wireless WAN were automated to simplify the setup process
- Improved compression reduced the data transferred over the network
- Given available data, packets are filled as near to the maximum chosen packet size as possible
- Improved performance of bulk transfer data channels (e.g. client drive mapping), with improved interactive response when both bulk and screen traffic occur concurrently

Citrix strongly recommends using the FR2 or later releases for wWAN connections, as well as the corresponding ICA Client versions. Implementing a more recent version on the server without upgrading the client or vice versa will result in a system that cannot take advantage of improved features.

If wWAN access is required for servers running the FR1 release then manual configuration changes are required. These are described in Appendix 2.

**Additional advantages of Feature Release 3**
Feature release 3 introduces a feature called SpeedScreen Browser Acceleration. This optimizes the use of the Internet Explorer web browser, and the Outlook® and Outlook Express mail clients. JPEG & GIF images displayed within these applications are delivered to the client in a manner that uses less bandwidth. The images are also delivered independently from the rest of the graphics making up the application display. This means that the user does not have to wait for the image to be displayed before moving onto another screen.

This feature is enabled by default when FR3 is installed and is controllable at a Farm or individual server level via the Citrix management console. In addition, control is made available over whether Macromedia® Flash™ images should display in the browser or whether display of such images is suppressed for optimal performance.

**Future Feature Releases**
Citrix understands the potential growth in wWAN access and has committed development efforts in this area.
Future feature releases will likely include further enhancements and configuration options to support wWAN access.

**Enable SpeedScreen3 Latency Reduction**

There are two components to SpeedScreen3 Latency Reduction:

1. Local Text Echo
2. Mouse Click Feedback.

The Local Text Echo feature echoes keystrokes locally on the client device as they are typed. The characters appear immediately, and are later over-written seamlessly by the server image as it becomes available. This instant visual feedback removes the latency perceived when typing.

Mouse click feedback changes the mouse cursor on the client to the “busy working” state when the user clicks a mouse button. When the server has acknowledged the mouse click, the mouse cursor on the client device reverts to the default pointer. Thus, the user is presented with instant feedback to the mouse click.

On the server, the SpeedScreen3 Latency Reduction Manager is used to set the options for both components. By default, Mouse Click Feedback is enabled for the server, while Local Text Echo is disabled.

For applications published to wWAN users, Local Text Echo should be enabled. Alternatively, the administrator may wish to enable Local Text Echo for the server as a whole. It is important to note that it may be necessary to tune the Latency Reduction thresholds for your particular wWAN network configurations. Use information from either a low level ping if it can be routed to your server or consult the ICA Session Latency performance counters on the MetaFrame Presentation Server. Once the latency has been determined this can be used to tune the High Latency Threshold within the SpeedScreen Latency Reduction Manager utility. When the measured latency within an ICA session exceeds this value, Local Text Echo is used. Set the threshold value to be under the measured value to allow for variations in measured latency. The default value for this setting is 500 ms.

While most applications are supported as standard, some applications or fields within applications may require configuration in order to make Local Text Echo work. Please refer to the application help for the SpeedScreen Latency Reduction Manager utility for more information.

**OPTIMIZE THE WINDOWS USER INTERFACE**

**Change the default Desktop display settings**

The following optimizations apply to the Microsoft® Windows® user interface. Although these optimizations do provide positive benefits to users connecting over wWAN, they will also take effect when those same users connect on a high-speed link, and hence this change may not be suitable for all users. Consider how appropriate each of the optimizations are for your local environment and whether they would be appropriate for users connecting over non wWAN connections. If you wish to deploy different settings for different connection types then refer to the section below ‘Creating a new ICA listener for wWAN connections.’

All the following interface tuning is done by altering registry values under the key

```
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Terminal Server\WinStations\ICA-tcp\UserOverride\ControlPanel\Desktop
```
Note that the ICA-tcp component of that path is valid for the default setup but should be replaced by the relevant name for any new listener.

Caution must always be exercised when making manual changes to the registry. Backup of the registry prior to the change is recommended.

*Increase the Menu Show Delay*

The Menu Show Delay is the length of time that the mouse pointer needs to be held above a parent menu entry before the sub menu below that entry is displayed. By increasing this timeout, navigating both the Start menu and application menus becomes easier over wWAN. This is because the user will be able to move the mouse to the required shortcut, and then launch that shortcut without having to wait for each submenu that the mouse passes over to be displayed. The submenu can still be opened quickly by clicking on the parent menu entry.

The menu show delay is controlled by the registry value MenuShowDelay created under the key above.

It is recommended to set this value to 1500 although you may alter this to get best results for your environment. The unit of measurement is milliseconds.

*Specify the Wallpaper*

The Wallpaper value controls the desktop background. If you only use published applications then this setting will probably not be relevant for tuning. Otherwise, specifying no wallpaper (blank value) or a very simple wallpaper can reduce the bandwidth requirements. Complex wallpaper images can generate significant redraws as windows are moved. It is recommended that this REG_SZ value be created under the Desktop key with blank value data.

*Smooth Scroll*

The SmoothScroll value controls the manner in which application scrolling is displayed. Smooth scrolling is designed to be slightly more pleasing to view but requires more bandwidth for remote display. It is recommended this value is created under the Desktop key and set to 0 to disable smooth scrolling.

*CursorBlinkSpeed*

The CursorBlinkSpeed value controls how often, in milliseconds, the cursor used to indicate the current typing point flashes. As this happens within applications even when the user is otherwise idle, it is a consistent bandwidth overhead. This is particularly of interest where the wireless charging plan is on a data volume basis.

It is recommended to that this REG_SZ value is created under the Desktop key and set to 1200. You may wish to alter this value for your local environment.

*DragFullWindows*

The DragFullWindows value controls whether when a window is moved the contents of the window be maintained during the move or just the window borders. In a wWAN environment displaying the window contents during a move is likely to give a poor interactive response. It is recommended that this REG_SZ value is created under the desktop key and set to 0. If you use seamless windows to display applications then this value is enforced regardless of this setting.
MinAnimate

This setting eliminates the animation effects used by the Windows shell to improve performance in a terminal services environment. See Microsoft Knowledgebase article 226931 for further details. Under the Desktop key, create a new key called WindowMetrics. Under that key, create a REG_SZ value named MinAnimate with value data 0.

Control the ScreenSaver

There are two main values that control the screen saver application that will be launched when a session is deemed idle. ScreenSaverActive controls whether a screen saver will activate on an idle connection and SCRNSAVE.EXE controls which screen saver application is deployed. It is not usually desirable to deploy graphically intensive screensavers in a wWAN environment, especially where the wireless charging plan is on a data volume basis. Depending upon your corporate security policy however, you may wish to deploy a simple screen saver to ensure idle sessions are password protected. To disable any screen saver create the ScreenSaverActive REG_SZ value under the Desktop key with the value data 0. To override the users choice of screen saver application to a more wireless friendly application, create the SCRNSAVE.EXE REG_SZ value under the Desktop key with the value data of the screen saver filename path. In addition to these main control variables: the REG_SZ value ScreenSaverTimeOut specifies the number of seconds without activity before the screen saver is activated, the REG_SZ value ScreenSaverIsSecure controls whether the screen saver will enforce password protection. (value 1).

Creating a new ICA listener entry for wWAN connections

Reminder: you only need create this additional listener if you wish to deploy different Windows User Interface settings for wWAN users.

As the optimizations above are applied to a particular ICA listener, it is possible to selectively apply them just to wWAN connections by creating a new dedicated listener. This listener is distinguished from the default listener by specifying an alternative TCP port to the default value of 1494. When more than one listener is active on a MetaFrame Presentation Server, it is important to direct sessions to the appropriate port. To achieve this, modify the WI template.ica in the following manner:

Change the line in the [[NFuse_AppName]] section from:

Address=[NFuse_AppServerAddress]

to

Address=[NFuse_IPv4Address]:portnumber

Where portnumber is the specific port for the new listener.

e.g. Address=[NFuse_IPv4Address]:1495

It is also important that the template.ica file in the default (non wWAN) WI site specifies that connections should be routed to the default ICA port (1494) viz:

Address=[NFuse_IPv4Address]:1494

To create a new ICA listener:

The following discussion assumes a single-homed server.
1. Use Regedit.exe to open the following registry key:
   HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Terminal Server\WinStations
2. Expand and select the ICA-tcp key.
3. Export the ICA-tcp key to a registry file.
4. Rename the ICA-tcp key to ICA-tcp-wWAN.
5. Import the previously exported registry file back into the WinStations key. This recreates the ICA-tcp key.
6. Set the PortNumber value in the ICA-tcp-wWAN key. This registry setting defines the port number for the
   listener.

To start the new ICA listener:
1. Start the Citrix Connection Configuration applet.
2. Disable the ICA-tcp-wWAN listener.
3. Enable the ICA-tcp-wWAN listener.

**Using Citrix Web Interface to Optimize ICA Clients for wWAN**

Citrix web interface (WI) is the preferred configuration method for ICA clients connecting to MetaFrame servers
over a wWAN. Users visit the WI logon page and follow the link for a published application. WI generates an ICA
file that contains all of the settings needed to optimize the client for wWAN, and the client makes use of these
settings.

The Citrix Program Neighborhood® Agent ICA Client also uses WI technology, but some of the configuration for the
PN Agent is separate from the general WI settings. For more details of the setup, please refer to the Citrix Web
Interface Administrator’s Guide.

The settings described in this section can be applied to a generic client-side ICA file. Settings for specific client
platforms are discussed in the Citrix ICA Client Notes section.

Citrix recommends that you create two separate WI web sites to front-end your MetaFrame servers: one to serve
wireless users and the other to serve LAN users. Each site should have settings appropriate to the connection
technique. If you are hosting WI in Microsoft IIS then these web sites will have to be on separate servers. If you
are hosting WI on Apache with Tomcat then it is possible to create an additional website by copying the
NfuseClassic.war file to a new name. See the Web Interface Administrators guide for more details.

The user experience when connecting to WI servers can be further enhanced by tuning the Web server that hosts
WI. Optimizations for Internet Information Services (IIS) and Apache are discussed below.

**Recommended Modifications for Template.ica**

This section contains recommended changes to the Template.ica file for the web interface wireless access site.
These changes optimize the ICA session for wWAN connections. A sample Template.ica file listing is included in
Appendix 1.

**Disable Client Device Mapping**

Disabling client device mapping minimizes client/server negotiation at logon, making logon faster. Application
performance is also improved because the operating system does not have to discover client drives and devices,
which typically occurs when a URL is entered into Internet Explorer, when a **Save As** or **File Open** dialog box is displayed by a Windows application, or when you press the **Start** button.

Note that if the facilities offered by one of the bulk data transfer channels (e.g. Client Drive mapping) is required, then significant performance improvements over wWAN were offered by the MetaFrame XP Presentation Server FR2 release over previous releases. Thus, it is recommended that the feature release level installed is FR2 or later.

The following ICA file settings need to be made to disable client device mapping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICA File Entry</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMAllowed</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Controls the use of the COM port mapping virtual channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPMAAllowed</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Controls the use of the Client Printer Mapping virtual channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSLAllowed</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Controls the use of the print spooler virtual channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDMAAllowed</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Controls the use of the Client Drive mapping virtual channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClientAudio</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Controls the use of the audio virtual channel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Disable client update**

Disabling client update also reduces the logon time. Also note that the same capabilities can be achieved using the client deployment tools in Citrix web interface for many ICA client devices. The following file setting disables client update from the MetaFrame XP servers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICA File Entry</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UpdatesAllowed</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Restrict the maximum packet size used by ICA**

As previously explained, the default maximum packet size used by ICA over TCP/IP networks is 1460 bytes. This packet size leads to an increase in latency on wWAN networks. By reducing the maximum packet size, latency is decreased.

These settings reduce the maximum packet size used by ICA. The following file entries control the maximum packet size used by the client.
ICA File Entry | Value | Notes
--- | --- | ---
OutBufCountHost | 118 | This setting affects the max amount of server to client data that the connection will try and keep active at any point. Raising it above this value is not recommended.
OutBufCountClient | 118 | This setting affects the max amount of client to server data that the connection will try and keep active at any point. Raising it above this value is not recommended.
OutBufLength | 512 | This setting aligns with the underlying packet size for wireless networks. Citrix testing has found this value to be the optimum value for most networks, but in some circumstances adjustments to this parameter could be tested.

**Turn on SpeedScreen3 Latency Reduction**

The parameters that control the two SpeedScreen3 Latency Reduction components are ZLMouseMode and ZLKeyboardMode, which need to be set to the following values. For information the valid values are: 0 – disabled, 1 – Enabled and 2 – auto.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICA File Entry</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZLMouseMode</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZLKeyboardMode</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Enable maximum data compression**

Data compression increases the bandwidth efficiency of the ICA client. Furthermore, using maximum data compression maximizes this efficiency, though at a cost of slightly more memory resource used on the MetaFrame server. Maximum data compression is enabled through the following ICA file entry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICA File Entry</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compress</td>
<td>On</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaximumCompression</td>
<td>On</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the ICA client for Windows CE does not recognize the MaximumCompression setting. Setting “Compress=on” has the same effect as setting both of the above values to On for the ICA client for 32-bit Windows desktop operating systems.
Enable mouse movement and keystroke queuing

Enabling these parameters reduces the number of small mouse and keyboard packets sent to the server. Intermediate mouse packets are discarded and a number of keystroke packets are coalesced into a single larger packet.

The following ICA file settings enable mouse movement and keystroke queuing for the period defined below in milliseconds:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICA File Entry</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MouseTimer</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Setting can be varied but increasing this value too much could degrade interactive response regardless of Speedscreen 3 being enabled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KeyboardTimer</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Setting can be varied but increasing this value too much could degrade interactive response regardless of Speedscreen 3 being enabled.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enable the persistent cache

Enabling the persistent cache decreases logon time and improves the performance of graphics operations during an ICA session. Persistent cache is not supported in all ICA clients. For example, the ICA Client for Windows CE version does not support this due to typical resource constraints on the devices limiting memory allocation available for caching.

To enable use of the persistent cache, set PersistentCacheEnabled=On.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICA File Entry</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PersistentCacheEnabled</td>
<td>On</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Increase the size of the Thinwire Cache to 8192KB

This change improves the bandwidth efficiency of the ICA client. The size of the Thinwire Cache is controlled by the WindowsCache ICA file entry. The maximum size of the Thinwire Cache is 8192KB, which is set with the file entry below. Users of MetaFrame XP FR1 or above with the 6.20 or higher version of the ICA clients should not need to alter this setting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICA File Entry</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WindowsCache</td>
<td>8192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Citrix ICA Client notes

The easiest way to ensure all connections are optimized for wireless WAN use is to add the parameters discussed in the previous section into the template.ica file and make all connections through Citrix web interface or the Program Neighborhood Agent.

If, however, you wish to use custom ICA connections or static .ica files, you will need to add the parameters to the appropriate files as noted in the sections below for each client type.

**WIN32 CITRIX ICA CLIENT**

Add the following parameters to the [Wfclient] section of appsrv.ini. On Windows NT and XP systems this file is found in the user’s ICA Client Application Data directory. (Eg: C:\Documents and Settings\[username]\Application Data\ICAClient). The gray text below is existing text in the file.

```ini
[WfClient]
Version=2

COMAllowed=Off
CPMAllowed=Off
VSLAllowed=Off
CDMAllowed=Off
ClientAudio=Off
UpdatesAllowed=Off
OutBufCountHost=118
OutBufCountClient=118
OutBufLength=512
PersistentCacheEnabled=On
MouseTimer=200
KeyboardTimer=50
```

Additionally, add the following parameters to the “Connection” section of appsrv.ini (Eg [Microsoft Outlook]):

```ini
[Microsoft Outlook]
ZLKeyboardMode=1
ZLMouseMode=1
MaximumCompression=On
Compress=On
```
WIN CE CITRIX ICA CLIENT

Settings for the WinCE client should be placed in a file called appsrv.ini. This file does not exist by default when the ICA client is installed. It should be created in the same folder as the ICA client.

Also, note that the ICA client for Windows CE does not recognize the MaximumCompression setting.

wWAN compression utilities

Many wWANs offer compression utilities in their software package to improve network performance. An example is the Venturi software provided by Verizon Wireless. Since Citrix already intelligently compresses the data stream, these utilities are unlikely to be able to further compress the stream. In some instances, they have caused problems when using ICA. So while these utilities may perform well for general Web browsing, Citrix does not recommend their use for ICA traffic.

Optimizing MetaFrame Secure Access Manager

USING METAFRAME SECURE ACCESS MANAGER AS A LAUNCH MECHANISM FOR METAFRAME PRESENTATION SERVER APPLICATIONS

The Program Neighborhood CDA in the Access Center does not use a template.ica file like web interface. Instead it uses a file in XSLT format (Program Files\Citrix\MetaFrame Secure Access Manager\Bin\Binders\ICAFile.xslt). You can edit this file to apply the above tuning parameters. See Appendix 3 below for a sample ICAFile.xslt file with the wWAN tuning optimizations applied. However, the current MetaFrame Secure Access Manager versions support only a single ICAFile.xslt per MetaFrame Secure Access Manager server farm installation. Any changes made will apply to all users of all Access Centers within the MetaFrame Secure Access Manager farm. This may lead to non-optimal settings for non-wWAN users. If local site conditions permit then it may be possible to apply some of the settings conditionally. XSLT includes conditional statements so it may be possible to only apply the wWAN settings if some appropriate condition from the ICA connection can be recognized. Potential settings to test could be client IP address ranges or Client Name patterns if these could be appropriately restricted.

An alternative to adding a separate MetaFrame Secure Access Manager farm for wWAN connections is to deploy within the existing Access Centers a Website Viewer CDA that is configured to view a web interface site that is configured with a wWAN tuned template for ICA connections (as above). When using wWAN connections, users can launch their ICA applications via that interface to get optimally tuned sessions.

OPTIMIZING PERFORMANCE OF THE METAFRAME SECURE ACCESS MANAGER ACCESS CENTER

The lower bandwidth and higher latency of a wWAN can impact the usability of the MetaFrame Secure Access Manager Access center.

One simple method to reduce this requirement for wWAN is to publish an IE browser on MetaFrame Presentation Server and access MetaFrame Secure Access Manager via ICA. This has been shown to take significantly less bandwidth than a native IE browser.
If it is preferred to use a native browser to access MetaFrame Secure Access Manager there are some policies to follow in access center design that will reduce bandwidth requirements.

- Reduce the amount of page data. This can be achieved by limiting the size and complexity of header and decoration graphics. Limiting the number of CDAs per page also reduces the page data requirements.
- Limit the number of pages and folders deployed. Pages and folders are supported using scripting. Therefore there is a trade off between limiting CDAs per page and spreading those CDAs onto several pages. Reducing pages and folders reduces server side and client side processing requirements.
- Limit the number of published applications in menus. This will reduce the amount of script support required for download and processing.

Optimizing Internet information services for wWAN

Internet Information Services can be configured to improve the browsing experience of wWAN users. These configurations are based on client-side caching of web interface images. By using technology introduced with IIS 5.0, administrators can decrease the time required to display the web interface logon page and the list of available published applications.

CACHING CITRIX WEB INTERFACE IMAGES

You can reduce the display time for Citrix web interface pages by caching images that are typically not cached. These images include both the icons for published applications and generic logo and branding images.

The following folders need to be marked as cacheable.

- The NFuseIcons folder. This is usually located in the root of the Web site. This folder contains the images for the applications published on the farm.
- The Media subfolder. This is a subfolder in the Citrix\MetaFrame folder. It contains all the bitmaps associated with web interface.
- The Default.htm file.

To mark a folder or file as cacheable in IIS, use the following procedure:

1. Start the Internet Information Services applet located under Administrative Tools.
2. Expand the default Web site entry and navigate to each of the above folders and files.
3. Right-click the entity and select Properties from the Context menu.
4. Select the HTTP Headers tab in the dialog box that is displayed.
5. Check the Enable Content Expiration check box.
6. Select the Expire after radio button. The recommended expiration time is 5 days but this may vary depending upon local usage conditions.

USING THE “CACHE-CONTROL” HTTP HEADER IN IIS

Internet Explorer Version 5.0 and later offers support for the Cache-Control HTTP header. This header defines browser behavior with respect to cached objects. The Cache-Control header consists of two parameters: the post-check time and the pre-check time.
The post-check time is an interval in seconds after which an entity must be checked for freshness. The check can occur after the user is shown the entity; this ensures that on the next round trip, the user will be shown the most up-to-date copy. (Note that you can check the cached object “post” display.)

The pre-check time defines a time interval in seconds after which an entity must be checked for freshness before being displayed to the user. (Note that the cached object is checked “pre” display.)

Figure 5 below, (reproduced from http://msdn.microsoft.com/workshop/Author/perf/perftips.asp), illustrates how Internet Explorer uses these values.

![Cache Control post check = 50, pre-check = 100](http://msdn.microsoft.com/workshop/Author/perf/perftips.asp)

By choosing appropriate post-check and pre-check times, the user will typically be shown cached copies of images for published applications and web interface. This occurs quickly. If the post-check timeout expires, the browser performs a check, in the background, to determine if the image is updated. It is only when the pre-check timeout expires that the browser checks the cached object for updates (and then only if no update to the cached object was made during the post-check timeout phase).

Because changes to published applications are relatively infrequent, sensible values for these parameters are:

- Post-check = 1200
- Pre-check = 360000

These values correspond to 20 minutes and 4.2 days respectively. This means that:

- In the first 20 minutes, the user will see cached images displayed; no check is done
- After 20 minutes, the user will see cached images displayed; a background check is made for an up-to-date image
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- After 4.2 days, if a new image has not been downloaded from the server, a check is made for an up-to-date image before that image is displayed.

To set these headers, click Add… on the HTTP Headers tab of the dialog box described previously. This displays a dialog box where you can add the HTTP headers. The entries required are shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Adding the Cache-Control HTTP Header using IIS

Click OK to enforce the headers for the selected entity.

CONTROLLING WEB PAGE EXPIRY IN APACHE

Equivalent functionality to the above is available in Apache (1.2 or above) via the mod_expires module. Check for mod_expires in the Apache httpd.conf file or by running the httpd –l command.

Expiry of web page content can be set for different document realms. Virtual Host and Directory containers are controlled by settings placed within the httpd.conf file. Alternatively, Expires directives can be placed within a .htaccess file in the relevant directory. In the latter case, the AllowOverride Indexes header must be set within httpd.conf for the relevant directory.

Deploying appropriate Expiry settings for web interface image can reduce display time for the users. See the Caching Citrix Web Interface Images section above for folder locations.

The syntax for Expiry control is divided into 3 parts.

ExpiresActive controls whether expiry headers are generated. Set it to ON.

ExpiresDefault controls the default expiry time for every object in this realm. It takes a single time parameter.

ExpiresByType controls expiry for a given object type. It takes two arguments: the MIME type to control and a time parameter.

The following example gives an idea of the syntax used to set up page expiry. For more details see: http://httpd.apache.org/docs/mod/mod_expires.html

<Directory /directory/path/required>
  # if using .htaccess scope, set AllowOverride
  #   AllowOverride Indexes
Everything else you want to add to this section

ExpiresActive on
ExpiresDefault "access plus 2 months"
ExpiresByType image/gif "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType text/html "modification plus 5 days"

Apache also supports Cache-Control meta files deployed to mirror web page directory layout. For more details see: [http://httpd.apache.org/docs/mod/mod_headers.html](http://httpd.apache.org/docs/mod/mod_headers.html).

Conclusion

The Citrix access infrastructure model offers an excellent approach for providing wireless access to applications. End users benefit from the flexibility to choose their device and connection, while administrators gain the efficiency of centralized application management and deployment, making it far easier to support mobile workers who may not have local technical resources.

The guidelines set forth in this paper enable Citrix customers to add to the benefits of their implementation by optimizing performance over wireless WANs. By addressing the issues of latency and narrow bandwidth associated with wireless WAN use in a Citrix environment, administrators can significantly improve the user experience and reduce support issues.
Appendix 1: Sample Template.ica file for Citrix web interface

This section includes a sample listing of the Template.ica file to be used for wireless connections. This file implements all of the recommendations made in the web interface section.

; Wireless wWAN ICA file template for the Citrix ICA Client
; Copyright 2000-2003 Citrix Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

<![ifsessionfield sessionfield="NFUSE_LANGUAGECODE" value="ja"]>
<Encoding>
InputEncoding=SJIS
<![endifsessionfield]>

<![ifsessionfield sessionfield="NFUSE_LANGUAGECODE" value="de"]>
<Encoding>
InputEncoding=ISO8859_1
<![endifsessionfield]>

<![ifsessionfield sessionfield="NFUSE_LANGUAGECODE" value="en"]>
<Encoding>
InputEncoding=ISO8859_1
<![endifsessionfield]>

<![ifsessionfield sessionfield="NFUSE_LANGUAGECODE" value="fr"]>
<Encoding>
InputEncoding=ISO8859_1
<![endifsessionfield]>

<![ifsessionfield sessionfield="NFUSE_LANGUAGECODE" value="es"]>
<Encoding>
InputEncoding=ISO8859_1
<![endifsessionfield]>

<![setsessionfield NFuse_ContentType=application/x-ica]>

[WFClient]
Version=2
ClientName=[NFuse_ClientName]

; The following are recommended settings for wWAN connections
;-----------------------------------------------
COMAllowed=Off
CPMAllowed=Off
VSLAllowed=Off
CDMAllowed=Off
ClientAudio=Off
UpdatesAllowed=Off
OutBufCountHost=118
OutBufCountClient=118
OutBufLength=512
PersistentCacheEnabled=On
MouseTimer=200
KeyboardTimer=50

;-----------------------------------------------------------

<![NFuse_IfSessionField sessionfield="NFuse_CSG_Enable" value="On"]>
TransportReconnectEnabled=Off
<![/NFuse_IfSessionField]>
RemoveICAFile=yes
[NFuse_SOCKSSettings]

[ApplicationServers]
[NFuse_AppName]=

[[NFuse_AppName]]
Address=[NFuse_AppServerAddress]
InitialProgram=#[NFuse_AppName]
LongCommandLine="[NFuse_AppCommandLine]"
DesiredColor=[NFuse_WindowColors]
TransportDriver=TCP/IP
WinStationDriver=ICA 3.0

;-----------------------------------------------------------

;The following are recommended settings for wWAN connections
;-----------------------------------------------------------

MaximumCompression=On
Compress=On

;-----------------------------------------------------------

[NFuse_ClientLogon]
[NFuse_SOCKSSettings]
AutologonAllowed=ON

[NFuse_Ticket]

[NFuse_IcaWindow]
;-----------------------------------------------
;The following are recommended settings for wWAN connections
;-----------------------------------------------
ZLKeyboardMode=1
ZLMouseMode=1

[NFuse_IcaEncryption]
SessionsharingKey=[NFuse_SessionSharingKey]

[EncRC5-0]
DriverNameWin16=pdc0w.dll
DriverNameWin32=pdc0n.dll

[EncRC5-40]
DriverNameWin16=pdc40w.dll
DriverNameWin32=pdc40n.dll

[EncRC5-56]
DriverNameWin16=pdc56w.dll
DriverNameWin32=pdc56n.dll

[EncRC5-128]
DriverNameWin16=pdc128w.dll
DriverNameWin32=pdc128n.dll

[Compress]
DriverNameWin16=pdcompw.dll
DriverNameWin32=pdcompn.dll
Appendix 2: Server configuration changes for MetaFrame XP FR1

Note that none of the following changes are required for MetaFrame XP™ FR2 or above releases; these modifications are only required if FR1 is deployed.

**Create a new ICA listener entry for wWAN connections**

By creating a second ICA listener dedicated to serve users connecting through wWAN, customizations specific to wWAN users are made without affecting LAN users. By creating a new ICA listener and routing all wWAN connections to that listener, a Citrix server(s) can serve applications to users connecting on high-latency wWAN links as well as on low-latency LAN links.

This second listener is used in combination with NFuse. A second NFuse Web site is created for wireless access and NFuse routes users to the correct ICA listener by selection of the new port number.

The following discussion assumes a single-homed server.

To create a new ICA listener:

1. Use RegEdit.exe to open the following registry key:
   - HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Terminal Server\WinStations
2. Expand and select the ICA-tcp key.
3. Export the ICA-tcp key to a registry file.
4. Rename the ICA-tcp key to ICA-tcp-wWAN.
5. Import the previously exported registry file back into the WinStations key. This recreates the ICA-tcp key.
6. Set the PortNumber value in the ICA-tcp-wWAN key. This registry setting defines the port number for the listener.

To start the new ICA listener:

1. Start the Citrix Connection Configuration applet.
2. Disable the ICA-tcp-wWAN listener.
3. Enable the ICA-tcp-wWAN listener.

**Increase the interactive timer delay on the wWAN ICA listener**

The interactive timer is used on the server to ensure session interactivity. The timer flushes any pending buffers when interactive (mouse or keyboard) input is detected when the timer fires.

By increasing the interactive timer delay, buffers that are sent to the client will contain more data when they are flushed. This will reduce the number of small packets that are sent to the client. This reduces the perceived latency due to the lower radio overhead.

It is paradoxical that by increasing the interactive timeout, the perceived session interactive response actually decreases. On LAN and low latency connections, increasing this timeout results in a degradation of interactive response because on wWAN connections, an extra 90ms on the interactive timeout is relatively small when compared to a session latency of around 1600ms. However, on LAN connections, an extra 90ms is a relatively large slice of time when compared with the overall session latency (in fact it exceeds the session latency).
Citrix testing shows a recommended value for the interactive timeout on the server of 100ms. The default value for MetaFrame XP is 10ms. The interactive timeout is controlled through the InteractiveDelay registry value in the ICA wWAN listener key. See the recommendation about creating a new ICA listener to serve wWAN users.

**Enable SpeedScreen3 Latency Reduction Channel buffering**

Channel buffering connotes that server data is buffered prior to being transmitted to the client. This has the effect of coalescing many small packets into a larger packet, which on wWAN connections reduces the number of radio transactions required for the same amount of data. This benefits the session latency.

The server/client communication on the SpeedScreen Latency Reduction Channel typically consists of a large number of small packets and is an ideal candidate for buffering. The small packets are typically **ack** (acknowledge) packets for previously typed keystrokes.

Virtual Channel Buffering is controlled through the Buffering registry value located in the registry key

```
HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\Terminal Server\WDS\icawd
```

The format of this value is a multistring. Each entry in the multistring corresponds to a virtual channel name that will be buffered. Use the regedt32.exe application to edit multistrings (not regedit.exe). The name of the SpeedScreen Latency Reduction channel is “CTXZLC “. The trailing space must be added. Making this change enables buffering for the channel. The ICA listener must be restarted for this to take effect.
Appendix 3: Sample ICAFile.xslt file for MetaFrame Secure Access Manager

This section includes a sample listing of the ICAFile.xslt file to be used for wireless connections. This file implements all of the recommendations made above for wWAN connection tuning. Caution: changes made to the ICAFile.xslt are applied to all users of all Access Centers within an MetaFrame Secure Access Manager farm.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"
    xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"
    xmlns:ica="urn:schemas-citrix-com:ica-types-2002-03">
    <!--
    Example transform to render an <ICABindings> document to ICA file format
    -->
    <xsl:output method="text" media-type="application/x-ica"/>
    <xsl:template match="/">
        <xsl:apply-templates />
    </xsl:template>
    <xsl:template match="ica:ICABinding">
        [WFClient]
        Version=2
        ClientName=<xsl:value-of select="ica:ClientName" />  
        BrowserRetry=1
        BrowserTimeout=20000
        HttpBrowserAddress=!  
        <xsl:apply-templates select="ica:CSGEnabled"/>
        <!--
        The following are recommended settings for wWAN connections
        If site conditions allow these could be conditional on any of the available ICA settings,
        for example "ica:ClientAddress" or "ica:ClientName"
        -->
        COMAllowed=Off
        CPMAAllowed=Off
        VSLAllowed=Off
        CDMAllowed=Off
        UpdatesAllowed=Off
        OutBufCountHost=118
        OutBufCountClient=118
        OutBufLength=512
    </xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
```
PersistentCacheEnabled=On
MouseTimer=200
KeyboardTimer=50

<ApplicationServers>
  <value-of select="ica:ApplicationName" />
</ApplicationServers>
Address=<value-of select="ica:ServerAddress" />
InitialProgram=#<value-of select="ica:ApplicationName" />
TransportDriver=TCP/IP
WinStationDriver=ICA 3.0
RemoveCAFile=yes
SessionsharingKey=<value-of select="ica:FarmId"-/><value-of select="ica:ClientName"-/><value-of select="ica:ApplicationSettings/ica:ColorDepth"/>
AutologonAllowed=On
BrowserProtocol=HTTPonTCP
UserName=<value-of select="ica:UserName"/>
MaximumCompression=On
Compress=On
[EncRC5-0]
DriverNameWin16=pdc0w.dll
DriverNameWin32=pdc0n.dll

[EncRC5-40]
DriverNameWin16=pdc40w.dll
DriverNameWin32=pdc40n.dll

[EncRC5-56]
DriverNameWin16=pdc56w.dll
DriverNameWin32=pdc56n.dll

[EncRC5-128]
DriverNameWin16=pdc128w.dll
DriverNameWin32=pdc128n.dll

[Compress]
DriverNameWin16=pdcompw.dll
DriverNameWin32=pdcompn.dll

</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="ica:CSGEnabled">
  <xsl:choose>
    <xsl:when test="."="False">
      TransportReconnectEnabled=On
      </xsl:when>
      <xsl:when test="."="True">
      TransportReconnectEnabled=Off
      </xsl:when>
      </xsl:choose>
    </xsl:template>
    <xsl:template match="ica:CommandLine">
    LongCommandLine=<xsl:value-of select="."/>
    </xsl:template>
    <xsl:template match="ica:SSLProxyHost">
    <xsl:value-of select="local-name()"/>=<xsl:value-of select="."/>
    SSLEnable=On
    </xsl:template>
    <xsl:template match="ica:NFuseTicket">
    Domain=<xsl:value-of select="substring (. , 15 , 16)"/>
    ClearPassword=<xsl:value-of select="substring (. , 1 , 14)" />
    </xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="ica:ApplicationSettings/ica:SoundType">
  <xsl:choose>
    <xsl:when test = ".='basic'">
      ClientAudio=On
    </xsl:when>
    <xsl:otherwise>
      ClientAudio=Off
    </xsl:otherwise>
  </xsl:choose>
</xsl:template>

<!--
The recommended setting for wWAN connections is to have ClientAudio Off. Always override the choice above.
-->
ClientAudio=Off

<!--
-->
<xsl:otherwise>Off</xsl:otherwise>
</xsl:choose>

<!--

The following are recommended settings for wWAN connections

--> ZLKeyboardMode=1
ZLMouseMode=1

<!--

-->

<xsl:choose>
  <xsl:when test = "ica:Percent">
    ScreenPercent=<xsl:value-of select="." />
  </xsl:when>
  <xsl:when test = "ica:Pixels">
    DesiredHRES=<xsl:value-of select="//ica:Width" />
    DesiredVRES=<xsl:value-of select="//ica:Height" />
  </xsl:when>
</xsl:choose>

</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
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